Abstract: The recently commissioned 3.6-m Devasthal optical telescope has been used for various tests and science observations using three main instruments, namely, a charge-coupled device camera, a near-infrared camera, and an optical imager-cum-spectrograph. The published results from these instruments assert that the performance of the telescope at the Devasthal site is at par with the expectations. These back-end instruments open up vast opportunities for high-sensitivity observations of the celestial sky with the telescope. This paper provides a summary of the existing back-end instruments and attempts to highlight the importance of the Devasthal optical telescope in synergy with other telescopes operating at different wavelengths.
Introduction
The Devasthal Optical Telescope (DOT) with its 3.6-m primary mirror is the largest optical telescope in India (Sagar 2017) . The DOT became operational in 2016 (Kumar et al. 2018a) and is operated and managed by the Aryabhatta Research Institute of observational sciences (ARIES), Nainital, an autonomous research institute under the Department of Science & Technology (DST), Government of India. The telescope is located at Devasthal (79.69 0 E, 29.36 0 N, 2426 m above the mean sea level) along with two other optical telescopes, namely, the 1.3-m telescope installed in 2010 (Sagar et al. 2011 ) and the upcoming 4-m international liquid mirror telescope (Surdej et al. 2018) . The DOT was built by AMOS, Belgium (Ninane et al. 2012a; Flebus et al. 2012) . As per statement released at the time of the remote technical activation of the DOT in March 2016 (http://pib.nic.in/newsite/PrintRelease.aspx?relid=138446), the aim of the DOT is to provide a worldclass, ground-based observing facility for spectroscopic exploration and imaging of the Milky Way and celestial objects at optical wavelengths as well as to carry out follow-up studies of the objects detected at radio wavebands by the Giant Metrewave Radio Telescope (GMRT, Swarup et al. 1991; Gupta et al. 2017) , Pune and at UV and X-ray wavebands by the AstroSat, the first dedicated Indian multi-wavelength astronomical satellite (Agarwal 2017) .
Several publications highlight the design and technical details as well as the results of tests and characterization of the DOT (Flebus et al. 2012; Ninane et al. 2012a Ninane et al. , 2012b Ninane et al. 2016; Kumar et al. 2016; Kumar et al. 2018a) , and the scientific importance of the DOT (Sagar 2000 (Sagar , 2017 Omar et al. 2017) . In this paper, we provide a summary of the most resent results obtained from the observations carried out using the DOT. We also briefly discuss the scientific potential of the existing instruments in synergy with other telescopes.
The salient features of the DOT observing facility
In this section, technical features and advantages of the DOT facility are briefly described. The geographical advantages of the DOT are also highlighted. Most of the information given below is taken from the publications mentioned before.
The telescope
Some key characteristics of the DOT facility relevant for the planning of science observations are described below.
Optical system: The DOT with the Ritchey-Chrétien optics has the Cassegrain focal-plane at f/9 with a plate-scale of 6.366 arcsec mm −1 . It has three observing ports, namely, one main port and two side-ports. The side-ports provide 10 diameter clear field-of-view (FoV) via the light reflected from the side-port fold-mirror. The main port provides 30 diameter FoV, however, an annular part between 10 − 30 may get vignetted due to the pick-off-mirror (POM) in the guider arm, if employed for the closed-loop tracking of the telescope. The extent of the vignetting in the 30 FoV depends on the location of the POM within the annular region between 31 − 35 . It may be noted that the POM can also be moved anywhere in the main FoV between 0 − 30 and hence its position should be checked before starting the science observations. In case, no auto-guiding is required, POM should be retracted in a parking position beyond the 35 field. The 80% encircled energy values from the optics are measured to be less than 0.4 . The ratio of the stray light reaching the focal plane and the sky background is expected to be about one part in 1000 in the optical bands. The primary mirror has been re-aluminized twice at Devasthal after its first aluminization in 2015, using a magnetron-based coating system (Krishna Reddy et al. 2016 ).
Mechanical and opto-mechanical systems: The DOT is mounted on an altitude over azimuth mount. While tracking an object in the sky, the focal plane is continuously de-rotated to compensate the field rotation caused by the azimuth motion of the telescope. The primary mirror is actively controlled using 69 actuators to maintain its correct shape and position at all the elevations. The secondary mirror attached to a hexapod system is also actively controlled in position and orientation to correct the optical aberrations arising from temperature variations, mechanical flexure of the tube and active optics system-related corrections. During the observations, a calibrated look-up table is used to make corrections to the active optics system. If desired, the parameters may also be determined on-the-fly using the wave-front sensor (WFS), which is optically co-aligned with the auto-guider. The auto-guider uses light between 550-750 nm while the WFS uses the remaining light (400-550 nm and 750-950 nm), taken from the POM in the annular region around the main FoV. The pointing accuracies with the telescope pointing models are measured to be nearly 1.3 rms. As the best seeing-limited images have a Full-Width at Half-Maximum (FWHM) of 0.4 (Omar et al. 2017 , Kumar et al. 2018a , the closed-loop tracking system should normally be used during long exposures. The closed-loop tracking using the guider has been shown to be excellent, i.e. within 0.1 rms up to 1 hour of exposure.
Operation: The DOT is operated via a Telescope Control Software (TCS). The software allows to monitor vital parameters of the telescope sub-systems and the positions of its axes. The target position can be fed via the TCS either directly on the TCS graphical user interface (normal user mode) or via a dedicated TCP/IP link using a pre-defined set of commands (engineering mode). The focal plane can be rotated arbitrarily within the allowed range to facilitate slit-based spectroscopic observations. The dome slit of the telescope enclosure tracks the telescope's position ).
Enclosure
The cylindrical enclosure hosting the DOT is made of steel so as to minimize the thermal load on the telescope. The inside of the dome has insulation and the outer surface is reflective in order to minimize heating in the daytime. The telescope floor is at 11 m height from the local ground level and has 12 ventilation fans (Kumar et al. 2018b ). The operating fans suck outside air from the dome slit and other openings (e.g., windows of non-operating fans) and flushes the air out to the surrounding. These fans are operated in the evening hours before the start of observations. Usually, only a few fans are operated depending upon the wind direction. These fans help in obtaining fast equalization of the temperature inside the telescope enclosure with the outside temperature. This thermal equilibrium improves the dome seeing. The windows of the fans are also usually left open during the observations to maintain a passive air flow. The technical room at the ground floor hosting heat-generating telescope sub-systems (e.g., chiller, compressor etc.) has a separate air exhaust system, which prevents the hot air to rise to the telescope floor. These arrangements are crucial in getting sub-arcsec seeing from the DOT.
DOT's position in an international context
The global importance of the optical telescopes located in India are well described in Sagar (2017) . Globally, about twenty moderate-size (3-m to 4.3-m) optical observing facilities are presently operated across the world. The DOT falls in the middle of this aperture range. Out of these twenty telescopes, seven are in the mainland USA, five are in Chile, three are in Hawaii (Mauna Kea), three in western Europe (Canary islands, Spain) and one in eastern Australia and one in India. The DOT therefore fills a large longitudinal gap for the 3-4 m class observing facilities between eastern Australia and western Europe. It is also within the latitude of 30 0 North, thereby providing a full coverage of the northern hemisphere sky and a large part of the southern sky with a good visibility to the Galactic center and the southern Galactic plane. As some science cases require continuous or time-critical observations of faint variable objects or transient sources detectable only by 3-4 meter class observing facilities, the geographical location of Devasthal makes the DOT an internationally important observing facility.
Existing back-end instruments 3.1 Optical CCD imager
The optical charge-coupled device (CCD) imager, sensitive at the visible wavelengths, is an imaging instrument for the main port using the native f/9 focal plane of the DOT. It is equipped with several broad-band filters and a 4Kx4K CCD camera procured from Semiconductor Technology Associates, USA. The details of this instrument and the first results are given in Pandey et al. (2018) . Some technical specifications of the CCD imager are given in Table 1 . 
TIRCAM-2
The TIFR Near Infrared Imaging Camera -II (TIRCAM-2) is an imaging instrument provided by the Tata Institute of Fundamental Research (TIFR), Mumbai. The details of TIRCAM-2 and first results are given in Baug et al. (2018) . Some technical specifications of the TIRCAM-2 are given in Table 1 .
The observations taken with TIRCAM-2 mounted at the main port indicate that sources down to 19.0, 18.8, and 18.0 mag can be detected in the J, H, and K bands respectively with nearly 10% photometric precision. The best seeing obtained was at nearly 0.45 in the K-band.
3.3 ADFOSC Figure 1 : The ADFOSC back-end instrument mounted on the DOT.
The ARIES Devasthal -Faint Object Spectrograph & Camera (ADFOSC), a focal-reducing instrument for the main port, is capable of performing both imaging and spectroscopy of celestial objects in the optical bands. ADFOSC is based on the design concept of the highly versatile FOSC instruments developed by the European Southern Observatory (ESO) and the University of Copenhagen (Buzzoni et al. 1984 , Anderson et al. 1995 . The details of ADFOSC are provided in Omar et al. (2012 Omar et al. ( , 2019a . ADFOSC is equipped with several broad-band filters, narrow-band filters, slits, grisms and prisms. It has an internal calibration unit for spectroscopic and flat-field calibrations. Some parameters of the instrument are given in Table 1. A view of ADFOSC mounted on the DOT is shown in Figure 1 . It can be configured with either the 4Kx4K CCD or the electron-multiplying (EM) frame-transfer CCD. The 4Kx4K CCD camera used in ADFOSC is developed at ARIES, Nainital in collaboration with the Herzberg Institute of Astrophysics, Canada. The 4Kx4K CCD (back-illuminated E2V sensor with a peak quantum efficiency Figure 2 : The diffraction pattern around stars caused by the secondary mirror enclosure and the spiders supporting it. The thick horizontal conical trail emanating from the star to the right, unrelated to the diffraction pattern, is due to CCD charge-bleeding. The spikes rotate in the field with respect to the stars with time as the tracking progresses and therefore may cause spurious variabilities in nearby stars. It may also be noted that no significant ghost and excessive scattering around bright stars and reflections elsewhere in the field (i.e. stray light) are visible. This image is taken with the ADFOSC on DOT. The image size is nearly 3 × 3 . 90%) is cooled using a closed-cycle heat exchanger system to -120 0 C while the EM-CCD (frontilluminated Texas Instruments sensor with a peak quantum efficiency 65%) procured from ANDOR (UK) is thermo-electrically cooled to nearly -20 0 C. The readout noise in the EM-CCD camera is < 1e − rms at high EM gain values while that for the 4Kx4K CCD camera is nearly e − rms. The frame-transfer EM-CCD camera with a readout rate of 13.5 MHz with a possibility to read a small sub-frame with binning is suitable for fast-imaging (up to a few ms) of variable sources while the 4Kx4K camera with slow readout rate (< 200 kHz) is suitable for wide-field deep imaging and spectroscopy. Presently, several upgrades are in advanced stages of integration in ADFOSC. A global positioning system (GPS) based time-stamping of the CCD images with an accuracy better than 0.1 ms is being tested. This will help executing time-coordinated science observations with different observatories. The arrangements are also being made to monitor the sky and perform auto-guiding (in addition to DOT's internal auto-guider) using an auxiliary CCD camera imaging about 1.9 × 1.4 of the sky at the f/9 focal plane, beyond that used for the 4Kx4K CCD camera. The external auto-guiding will help in correcting apparent tracking errors due to ADFOSC mechanical flexure.
The optical quality in terms of light scattering of ADFOSC and DOT system is satisfactory. As can be seen in Figure 2 , the diffraction patterns due to the secondary mirror enclosure and its support system are minimal and other effects (such as reflections, stray light, ghosts) around bright stars are either absent or not substantial in ADFOSC mounted on the DOT. ADFOSC has made deep images down to ∼25 mag AB in i-band with excellent photometric accuracy (0.2 -0.3 mag and flat-fielding 0.1% of rms) on the Abell 370 galaxy cluster field (see Figure 3) . This indicates that ADFOSC is capable of making deep images with good photometric precision. ADFOSC will also be used to assist observations with the integral field spectrograph, under assembly and integration at the InterUniversity Center for Astronomy and Astrophysics, Pune (Chung et al. 2014 (Chung et al. , 2018 .
Synergistic science areas
The DOT is expected to be an important facility for carrying out a wide variety of science observations of interest to the Indian and Belgian astronomy communities. It has a large potential for use in synergy with telescopes in other wavebands. Before the next-generation large-area (∼ 10 4 deg 2 ) deep-sky surveys such as PanSTARRS, the Dark Energy Survey, the Large Synoptic Survey Telescope reaching limiting magnitudes in the range 25-27 mag AB become publicly available, the 4-m class telescopes will continue to be used for obtaining deep photometric images of the sky. The deep imaging observations of transients such as supernovae, Gamma-ray bursts (GRB), and gravitationalwave sources and the fields not covered by the sky surveys will, however, always be required using the 4-m class telescopes including the DOT. The major observational requirement at present seems to be follow-up spectroscopic observations in both optical and NIR bands. Spectroscopic observations of different types of sources and deep photometric observations of transients are to remain at the forefront for the DOT. The narrow-band imaging capability available with ADFOSC is also likely to be used heavily as no other high-sensitivity large-area narrow-band imaging surveys are available for the moment (in the future, the J-PAS survey using the Javalambre Survey Telescope is expected to provide narrow-band imaging data across the entire visible wavelength domain).
Several science areas proposed with the optical CCD imager and TIRCAM-2 are already described in earlier publications (e.g., Ojha et al. 2018 , Pandey et al. 2018 . The science areas include star clusters, star-forming regions, transient objects, extra-solar planets, and distant galaxies. Most of the science objectives planned with the optical CCD imager can also be fulfilled with ADFOSC. ADFOSC will also be used to obtain spectroscopy of transient objects such as supernovae and GRB. Here, we highlight some science areas for the DOT, particularly using ADFOSC, in synergy with other telescopes.
Synergy with GMRT and other radio telescopes
The GMRT and other low-frequency radio telescopes such as LOFAR (Low-Frequency Array; van Haarlem et al. 2013 ) and the upcoming SKA (Square Kilometer Array; Diamond & Gupta 2017 ) are likely to detect several faint radio sources which will require optical cross-matched detections as well as spectroscopic observations to obtain redshifts. The majority of these radio sources are expected to be intermediate (z ∼3) and high-redshift (z ≥ 5) radio galaxies including a large population of star-forming galaxies. These objects are expected to be optically faint and due to the k-correction, relatively brighter in the optical-red (r, i, z) and NIR bands. The deep-depletion, fringe-suppressed CCD used in ADFOSC has higher detection sensitivity in the red bands up to 1µm, compared to conventional CCDs. With typical i − K colors expected between 2 and 5 mag, a K=20 mag object will have an i-band magnitude of 22 -25 mag. ADFOSC has the capability of obtaining deep images with a precision of about 0.2 mag for a 24 magnitude object in about 1 hour of integration. Recently, Omar et al. (2019b) reported the DOT i-band detection of a high-redshift candidate radio galaxy discovered from GMRT data (see Figure 4) . Therefore, searches for such red objects in the i and z bands with ADFOSC are expected to be as fruitful as that in the NIR bands using TIRCAM-2. Some of the bright objects (nearly 22 mag in g-band) can also be followed-up in optical spectroscopy using ADFOSC to obtain redshifts and study the properties of galaxies.
Synergy with AstroSat
AstroSat, India's first multi-wavelength satellite operating at X-ray and UV bands is routinely used for observations of transients and variable sources (e.g., black-hole candidates, X-ray binaries, pulsar, Figure 5 : The pulsed emission from the Crab pulsar (in red circle at t=10.11 ms) detected using the EM-CCD camera directly mounted on the DOT. AGN), and nearby galaxies (Singh & Bhattacharya 2017) . The coordinated and follow-up observations in the optical/NIR bands are expected to be fruitful in several cases where multi-wavelength studies are essential to understand the radiation emission mechanisms and accretion phenomena. The DOT presently equipped with its frame-transfer EM-CCD with spectroscopic capabilities (using AD-FOSC) has potential for coordinated observations. Using the EM-CCD on the DOT, single optical pulses from the Crab pulsar have been successfully detected. Figure 5 shows the frames with the detection of the pulsed emission from the Crab pulsar using the DOT.
Synergy with SDSS-derived products
The Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) has provided a great wealth of data and new sources which require follow-up spectroscopic and deeper photometric observations. Although the SDSS provides spectroscopic observations, these are often limited to brighter objects and a single point fibre-based spectrum. The majority of the sources detected within the limiting sensitivity of the SDSS can be observed in spectroscopy using a 4-m class optical telescope. An area where the DOT has immense potential is the spatially-resolved chemical abundance mapping of nearby galaxies, particularly lowmass systems such as dwarf galaxies (e.g. see Paswan & Omar 2019) . To highlight the scientific potential of the DOT, an optical spectrum of a 19 mag dwarf galaxy taken using ADFOSC on the DOT is displayed in Figure 6 . In addition, there are several SDSS-selected candidate quasar pairs and dual AGNs in galaxies which can be confirmed spectroscopically using the DOT (Chand, H., private communication) .
The AGN reverberation mapping to infer the black-hole mass and the geometry of the broadline region using imaging in narrow-band filters (such as Hα and Hβ) and also using spectroscopic monitoring is another area where DOT can be useful. A program on AGN reverberation mapping is currently being pursued using the ARIES telescopes (Chand et al. 2018 ) and several redshift-tuned narrow-band filters have been procured under this project (see Table 1 ). These filters can also be used for other science programs. Due to its moderate aperture, the DOT is suitable for narrow-band imaging of several objects including galaxies. One such example is the Hα-band image of a nearby galaxy NGC 3423 made using ADFOSC on the DOT shown in Figure 7 .
Summary
The DOT is presently equipped with three back-end instruments which are capable of providing highsensitivity optical and NIR observations of the celestial sky. A summary of the current capabilities at the DOT and discussions on possible scientific synergies using facilities at other wavebands were presented. The preliminary results published are asserting that the performance of the DOT is as expected from this 4-m class telescope at Devasthal.
